
AFTERCARE



You have the look you have always desired, now
discover the secrets to take care of your hair 

until next application.

ROUTINE
Daily



To take care of your
extensions, brush over your
bonds daily with a 
Great Lengths brush.
The bristles of our brushes 
are designed to gently 
detangle hair, from roots to
tips, without damaging bonds
or tapes.

Your Great Lengths 
extensions are made of real
hair, so some tangling is
absolutely normal. 
To eliminate tangles, brush
your hair regularly: 
start by lightly detangling with
your fingers throughout the
lengths, then proceed with
your Great Lengths brush 
from top to bottom.

Discover GL
Brushes

#1   DETANGLE

https://www.greatlengths.com/hair-extension-brushes


GL TIP

Try tying your hair in a loose braid
before going to bed as this can

prevent it from tangling.



Do you dream to always have 
perfect hair?

You can bring the Great Lengths handbag
brush to pamper your hair wherever 

you go.

BUY NOW



Don’t wash your hair for
48 hours after your
extensions have been
applied; we suggest to
use our Great Lengths
Structure Repair
nourishing shampoo and
our 60.sec Conditioner,
specifically designed for
the maintenance of hair
extensions.

#2   CLEANSE

BUY NOW



GL TIP

Never wash your hair upside down
and pay attention to carefully rinse

any shampoo or conditioner residue.



Gently blot your hair
when you towel dry it, and
avoid any scrubbing
motion. 

Carefully blow-dry the
roots but be careful to not
use excessive heat as it
could damage the
extensions attachments.

#3   STYLING

Follow these guidelines and you will be able to get all
the looks you have always dreamed of!



RULES
Golden

Great Lengths extensions are as valuable
as your hair, trust your hairstylist only.



Only your hairstylist knows how 
to take care of your extensions 

from a professional point of view.
 
 

Arrange monthly appointments  to:

remove the hair you
physiologically lose every day 
from the fixing points of your
extensions.

mantain your extensions as you
just had them applied for the
longest possible.



BEAUTY

For real haircare gurus.

Pills



Remember to take extra care of your
hair after activities such as swimming
in chlorinated or sea water, and after
sauna or steam room use, in order to

re-establish its nourishing and
hydration level.



GL TIP

To nourish and hydrate your hair -
use Great Lengths brushes and

aftercare range, specifically designed
for Great Lengths extensions.

BUY NOW



THE SOUL OF
GREAT LENGTHS

Speaking of raw materials, Great Lengths
boasts a virtuous provision process. 

The key point is the origin of the hair: it
entirely comes from voluntary religious

donations. We only buy them from Hindu
temples during official auctions.



Made in Italy

Without any doubt, Made in Italy and
craftsmanship are Great Lengths points
of strength. Our extensions are mixed,

treated and dyed manually by our artisans,
always respecting the raw materials and the

environment.



Great Lengths, in 2022, proudly
became the first B Corporation
in the hair extensions industry.
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